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Overview

Synchronous Solutions

This poster outlines strategies for creating a support system for online graduate
students learning new software. The Northcentral University (NCU) Library is a 100
percent online library providing services and delivering resources to students in a
remote context. According to university facts and figures, approximately 98 percent of
students are enrolled in a graduate program and nearly 69 percent of those students
are pursuing a doctoral degree. In May 2019, a reference and instruction librarian
developed a program to support graduate students learning how to use ProQuest
RefWorks, a web-based research management tool. Elements of the program include
synchronous solutions and asynchronous alternatives for users seeking training on the
effective use of the tool. These elements can be broadly applied to other learning
situations and can form a baseline for promoting guidance on a new subject or learning
about a new application.

Synchronous solutions afford users the opportunity to receive live support from skilled staff, ask follow-up
questions on demonstrated software use and features, and engage with peers.

Why a Training Program
From January 2019 to December 2019, the NCU Library received 207 reference
transactions on the use of RefWorks in the form of phone calls and chats that averaged
20 minutes. The goal of the training program, including synchronous solutions and
asynchronous alternatives, was to limit time-consuming reference questions asked by
individual users related to creating an account and using specific features in RefWorks.
While some asynchronous options like the RefWorks Library Guide and general training
videos direct from the vendor were previously available to students, there was not an
established training program that provided in-depth support on using this complex tool
and available resources were not enough to support the individualized needs of users.

RefWorks Usage Analytics
There are more than 10,336 active NCU users, including students, faculty, staff, and
alumni, in RefWorks as of March 2022. Since 2019, increased use of RefWorks has been
observed based on the total number of session visits.
FY2018-2019: 45,101 sessions
FY2019-2020: 58,200 sessions
FY2020-2021: 78,275 sessions

Student Feedback on Training Resources
"I have attended this session before, but it has been a while and I learned so many new
things today! I believe the tips and suggestions will be very helpful in how I organize my
references." –RefWorks Power Hour Live Workshop, School of Business, Doctoral Student
"I knew nothing about ReWorks. Never had any previous experience, but after the
session, I feel much more confident in using it." –RefWorks Power Hour Live Workshop,
School of Social and Behavioral Sciences, Doctoral Student
"I was excited to learn about Write-n-Cite and have added it to Word and started using
it for citations in my dissertation document! Thank you so much for this informative
workshop. It is also helpful to have access to the recording." –RefWorks Power Hour Live
Workshop, School of Education, Doctoral Student
"I'm just now learning about this program. I'm still a little confused about RefWorks.
Will review again and get personal help." –RefWorks Power Hour Live Workshop, School of
Education, Doctoral Student
"We set up my APA formatting correctly so the references were imported correctly.
Marisha also helped me determine why the layout looked incorrect in Word for the
references." –RefWorks on Demand Appointment Service, School of Business, Doctoral
Student
"Ms. Kelly was patient to wait until following her direction, and she was very helpful to
navigate me for my goals." –RefWorks on Demand Appointment Service, School of Social
and Behavioral Sciences, Doctoral Student

Live Workshops: Introductory and advanced workshop sessions were developed. These live workshops are facilitated
weekly through Zoom and users can register through the library’s events page powered by Springshare’s LibCal. Event
information is also posted on the university’s social engagement sites and the D2L learning management system.
Sessions provide consistent and reliable training opportunities for new users and serve as a refresher for a wider
audience. Post-session feedback is collected through a survey link powered by LibWizard. Users who attend a live
session receive a follow-up email with links to support resources and a copy of the workshop recording for reference.
Users who register for but miss the session are provided with a link to the asynchronous recorded video tutorial. Since
May 2019, 132 live workshops have been offered with 1,277 registrations and 604 users in actual attendance.
Virtual Study Halls: Power Hour Q&A Study Sessions allow users to receive support from librarians during a weekly
two-hour block in an open Zoom meeting. Students can join the virtual study hall and stay for the entire period or pop
in to ask individual questions related to using academic tools or conducting library research. Students have often
engaged with their peers and openly stated the benefits in hearing answers to others’ questions during these sessions.
More than 120 students have attended a power hour session since launching in April 2021.
One-on-One Appointments: RefWorks On Demand is a one-on-one appointment service that provides basic
troubleshooting and technology instruction to users. Attending a live workshop or watching the recorded tutorial is
required prior to booking an appointment in order to establish basic knowledge and skills. Some users may require indepth technology assistance with installing associated plugins, such as the Save to RefWorks tool and RefWorks
Citation Manager for Microsoft Word, or they have reported access or functionality issues with the software. These
targeted sessions allow users to share their computer screens and RefWorks dashboards via Zoom for personalized
guidance. Since launching the service in 2020, 111 one-on-one appointments have been booked with the majority of
users reporting beginner level experience and feeling either not comfortable, requiring help with everything, or
somewhat comfortable, using the basics but still feeling intimidated.
Live Help Support: Students can contact library staff during live help hours for guidance via phone, chat, text, or
email. Users with software questions requiring in-depth assistance, high-level troubleshooting, or detailed overviews
are referred to and provided information on training options like one-on-one appointments, live workshops, and the
recorded video tutorial. Library staff can address access questions through these communication methods but have
canned messages to quickly respond to users with related information on receiving comprehensive support.

Synchronous Session Descriptions
RefWorks Power Hour:
Introduction to RefWorks
Explore features like storing references,
creating an annotated bibliography, and
adding citations to a Word document.
Whether you are new to RefWorks or
seeking guidance on advanced functions,
bring your questions and a list of
references for tips and tricks.

RefWorks PLUS+: Exploring
Advanced Features & Tools
for Research Management
Customize settings and explore features,
such as configuring custom fields, sharing
projects, tagging sources, and annotating
documents. Maximize the use of RefWorks
by integrating Dropbox, Google Scholar,
and Kopernio.

Library Power Hour Q&A Study
Session
Join this 2-hour study session where you
can receive support, guidance and
accountability to complete an assignment
or reading. Jump in if you have a specific
question about navigating the library's
resources or need recommendations for
strategies to find information. You can
also work quietly in the background
during this virtual study hall.

Asynchronous Alternatives
Dates and times for synchronous options may not be convenient for students as the
online university observes Phoenix, AZ time. Asynchronous alternatives provide users
with self-paced learning resources that are accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
at any time and from any place.
Library Guide: The RefWorks LibGuide serves as a dedicated landing page for accessing and
learning more about the software. Visitors can access training resources in multiple formats at
their point of need. Information is presented in a tabbed layout and includes relevant links,
handouts, videos and screenshots. Since 2019, the LibGuide has received 102,124 page views.
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs): Popular questions received from users concerning use
of the tool and information about updated software features are added to the FAQ knowledge
base on a rolling basis. Users can search FAQs to see if their question has been previously
answered and access step-by-step instructions for reference at any time. There are more than
40 FAQs filed under the topics of reference management and RefWorks.
Recorded Tutorial: The RefWorks Power Hour: Introduction to RefWorks session is available as
a workshop recording posted to the LibGuide and library's YouTube account. The recording
includes closed captioning and is accompanied by an outline. The initial video received 9,123
views on YouTube and an updated recording has received more than 650 views since its
posting in August 2021.

For additional information, visit https://library.ncu.edu/organize_research/refworks

